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University Busing
1May Not Be Joke
by Linda Mettel
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A bill for busing university students in order to maintain racial equality
ithat was originally introduced as a joke, now has the attention and
!concern of legislators and university administrators all over the state. The
bill, which was sponsored by Senator Charles Weber, R-Ft. Lauderdale,
_ w~s <:o!1sidered .by the . Senate the committee did not. Mautz
.umvers1ties committee dunng the
.
. ·
.
spring session.
called the action im~ract1cal, costly
At its outset Weber intended the · and unreasonable fot three reasons.
'
He said students, fin many cases,
bill as facetious, reading, "The choose a universit~ because of its
·sooner we accept the domination of ·programs, therefofe necessitating
the U.S. Supreme Court in our one particular c¢Bege over the
state, county, municipal others.
i
and personal affairs, the more
Secondly, he s~d the distances
quickly we can proceed toward are impractical in that Tallahassee is
1984, perhaps actually saving entire the only Florida city with two
years of discussion and discord by universities in commuting distance.
so doing."
Lastly, university attendance is
After the action came to light, voluntary, while public education is
Attorney General Ro~ert Shevin mandatory.
.
expressed a positive opinion toward
FTU President, Charles N.
the bill, stating that the federal Millican expressed ~µrprise at the
court rulings required busing for bill, saying he considered it
engineering's new supersonic wind tunnel. (See page 5 racial equality applied not only to ridiculous to bus stud~ts from one
for related story)
public primary and secondary city to another to ach\eve racial
schools, but to the state's 27 junior balance. He also said that. the issue
· colleges and nine state universities. · was not brought up "· at the
Robett Mautz, Board of Regents Monday's Council of President's
.cJ:iancellor, said he did not treat the meeting.
bill seriously because he assumed
·

l

JOSEPH HAIBACK, an instrument maker and
1~e~ignerin thei department of engineering, stands in

;front of the department of mechanical and aerospace

Six Students Approved.
For Com Grad Program
Six students have been recommended for admission to FTU's recently
intitiated master's degree program in communication according to Dr.
Robert Arnold, the program's coordinator.
The six candidates were chosen from a group of 11 whose applications
were reviewed at a meeting of the Devefopment (an examination of
.Graduate Program Advisory the communications problems
Committee for communication held encountered by today's societies).
last Thursday.
"In addition," said Arnold,
The committee, which includes "students may elect certain 400
Arnold, Dr. Milap. D.Meeske, Dr. M. level courses to be taken expressly
Timothy O'Keefe and Dr. Kyle P. for graduate credit.,,
The equivalent of eight full-time
Taylor, reviewed 11 applications.
According to Arnold, those that students carrying 12 credit hours
were turned down "were ·will be admitted to the program
recommended to pursue graduate which will get underway this fall.
studies at the post baccalaureate "We are stillaccepting applications
level until they achieve the and welcome inquiries from anyone
necessary requirements for regular interested," said .Arnold.
The deadline for advisement and
status in the program."
Requirements for consideration counseling of students admitted to
for admittance to the program the program is August 15.
includes an overall 3.0 ·a verage and · The program, which was
a score of 1,000 on the Graduate approved at the June 7 Board of
Regents meeting in Miami, requires
Record Exam.
Approval for the program's 46 hours of upper level study in
curriculum, which was expeeted communication theory and
sometime this month, was granted practice.
last week _by the University
Curriculum Committee.
Six hundred level courses which
will be available to students
enrolled in the program this fall
YEARBOOKS DUE
include: Research Methods (a study
of the type of research generally
The 1970-71 Pegasus yearbooks
undertaken in communication), will be available the first week of
Modern Communications Theory August.
(an examination of recent ideas,
Students who have not paid to
theories and models of human ·have their annuals delivered may
communication) and get their copies of the Pegasus in
Communications and National the yearb~_>Ok office, AD 108.

I

New Fees, Costs
· With enactment of the legislation raising tuition fees and other
University System costs, the following are the new general fees and
costs at FTU and other state universities effective fall quarter 1971:
GENERAL FEES AND COSTS ... Effective Fall Quarter 1971.
A. Application fee (required with all applications for admission to
the university and not refundable) . . . $15 .
B. Registration Fee (per quarter)
ON CAMPUS COURSES
UNDERGRADUATE
RESIDENT
NON-RESIDENT
Full-time (9 hours or more)
$190
$540
Part-time (8 hours or less)
16 per hour
43 per hour
GRADUATE
Full-time (9 hours or more
$240
$590
Part-time (8 hours or less)
20 per hour
47 per hour
OFF CAMPUS COURSES
RESIDENT
NON-RESIDENT
Undergraduate
$19 per hour
$46 per hour
Graduate
23 per hour
50 per hour
C. Room and Board (required of students living in University
residence halls) per quarter . . . $313-348.
Charge for late pa.yment . . . $15.

Cantpu~
~Glances
PREREGISTRATION SET

Advanced registration for
currently enrolled students is
scheduled for August 1 7 from 2 pm
to 4 pm and August 18 from 2 pm
to 6 pm. Prfority for registration
will continue as b~fore: graduates
.first through freshmen for currently.
enrolled students.
Academic counseling is scheduled
for August 16, 17 and 18. Trial and
advisement forms may be picked up
by students in the Administration
Building area adjacent to the
.registrar's office on August 12 and
13.

GPA Hiked
For Honors
Planning to graduate with
honors? Then prepare for more
diligent cracking of the books
because the FTU system of honors
.recognition has been revised
upward.

University of Florida
Sets Visitation Rules
by Sharon Marek

Editor's Note: Vice President for Student Affairs W. Rex Brown
announced recently that FTU's interim visitation policy will be one of a
·"no visitation allowed."
The University of Florida, in keeping with a ruling by the Florida
Board of Regents that state
universities may set up their own . ~e. new policy allowed room'
interim visitation policies, last week VISl~ation 2 to 11 .P _m Sunday
.. .
through Thursday and 2 pm to
announced new VlS1tat1on rules and midnight Friday and Saturday.
a new structure for enforcement of Parents of students under 21 must
.~e policy'. •
.
.
_ . . _ .give permission for their children to
The pobcy, which will remam m live in visitation areas.
·

~~f~~ ~~~~~ !~:Si~~~

!'i; n':~e: ,mclude:
. Violations of th~ . new po!icy
~~awful .or i~appropr.1ate

into effect until letters of consent
are received from approximately
600 students under 21, according
to Vice President for Student
.Affairs Lester Hale.
'
Regents Chairman D. Burke
Kibler Ill recently said universities
would be allowed to set their own
policy until a statewide policy is
established. This will probably be
done at the August 20 BOR
meeting in Jacksonville.
Nine · permanent Area Conduct
.Boards, to correspond with the nine
Student Area Councils, have been
established to "consider and act on
student conduct problems which
involve violations unique to
residence hall livin~."

.sexual actlVlty ~h1ch is proh~b.1ted
.under ~e. pu_rposes .and prov~1ons
.of th~ VJS1tatI<~n. p~hcy and failure
:t~ ~b1~e by vis1tatu~n hours, ~ea
,limitations of the pohcy or standmg
'{.i.sitation regulations.
Penalties could range up to
suspension from the university for
the individuals involved and
revoking visitation privileges for the
wing or floor where abuse was:
detected.
.
· The uproar over dormitory j
visitation practices on state ,
university campuses followed a j
speech by regent - Elizabeth
Kovachevich who Said a parent had
compared the facilities to
"taxpayers whorehouses."

Beginning with fall quarter a
student will need a 3.4 grade point
average (GPA) to graduate with
honors. An average of 3.0 would
have sufficed in the past.
The upward revision of the GPA
·requirements resulted from a study
by the Dean's Council, which
recommended the changes. A
review of the university's first five
graduating classes . revealed that /
25.6 per cent were graduated ·with
honors.
· The new standards will award
Cum Laude recognition for a
student with a GP A between 3.4
and 3.59; Magna Cum Laude for
3.6 to 3.79; and Summa Cum
Laude for-3.8 to 4.0
As has been the practice in the
past,. the' Dean's List will follow the
same levels as the new honors
categories. Both student and
faculty views were solicited befort::
GROUP (J.f' movie-makers prepare to shoot commercials near
the matter was presented to the
Dean's Council and the consensus Administration Bu~ding reflecting pool Wednesday morning. Cameras
and. models drew mterested crowd during filming of motorcycle and ·
favored upward adjustment.
fashion shots.

,,
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The Joke's On Whom?
/

It appears to be an established fact that the Florida Senate is after the
State University System... possibly with some thought of improving it.
First a tuition hike, second a look-see into visitation and most recently,
a proposal of busing for racial equality.
The subject has its pros and cons. If one were to take a very liberal
view of the problem, he could possibly understand where the Supreme
Court rulings on public education integration and racial equality could
be interpreted to cover all public institutions, including universities. But
in this case we have to say that there is a very definite line between the
two types of public instruction.
Chancellor Robert Mautz of the Board of
obvious reasoning against the bill (see article
SP,ke, it would be interesting to consider some
occur when people refuse to leave well enough
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Regents pointed out the
page 1) but for editorial ·
of the problems that can
alone.

'o?.1.

One of Mautz' major arguments, the fact that college is not
mandatory, should have immediately caused the dismissal of the bill.
Perhaps the Senate committee plans to give each high school senior a
"racial equality number" and select every 253rd person for the process.
Unthinkable? Ridiculous? So is the proposal, but some people are
giving it serious consideration and others are just plain worried.
The state legislature and its recent moves could very well be forcing
students out of the State University System and into private colleges.
There must be a feeling of relative security for a private school student
in knowing that strange changes in rules won't occur overnight. At this
point we have so many groups of people making decisions for us (i.e.
the university, the Board of Regents, the ~oard of Education, the
Senate, the Supreme Court) that we're finding it difficult to keep up
with all of them.
We feel it is important to remember higher education is a choice, not
a requirement. If we're going to bus college students, we should also
bus secretaries, mechanics and every other high school graduate who
does not pursue a college career.

f

IF YOU ASK just any fraternity brother what little
sisters are good for you might get just any answer.
However, if you ask this unidentified fraternity

brother, the answer is obvious. Little sis Bonnie
Wagner is good at sewing up a guy's britches in an
emergency situation.
>

ljrttrr!l Wn W4t £bttnr
Campus

Zeta Tau Alpha
Zeta Tau Alpha sister Paula
Bamforth is in the Florida Hospital
recovering from surg<:_ry and all
Zetas wish her a speedy recovery.
The Zetas held a successful bake
sale last Saturday at the Winn Dixie
across from Colonial Plaza and are
planning at least one more in
addition to other money raising
projects.
SisLt•rs are spending a busy
summer in preparation for their
plt>dging period in Lhe fall.
Pn•-plc•dging has included learning
sonj.!s and rules, officer training and
rush pn•p;tra Lion.

Tau Epsilon Phi
Although only a small core of
rci;tilar brothers arc active this
summ<'I', TEP h.as bet•n unusually
progressive. With the brothers and
pledgt•s all mixing their talent
togl'Lhcr, Lhc~ party al Linda Ross's
house was a Lremc•ndous success.

Another beach party is planned for
July 24 at New Smyrna.
Projects have included a car wash,
pledges painting waste cans and a
few good deeds. Other projects and
a competitive car wash between the
15 pledges and the brothers are
planned. Of special notice is the
idea of a six week pledge period
being tried this summer.

Delta Tau
Last Friday night and early
Saturday morning two pledges, Eric
Gilliard and Joe Thomas, became
brothe rs. This was accomplished by
an initiation which included some
ten hours of "fun" and many miles.
Following the initiation there was a
beach party, Sunday, at Cocoa
Beach. During the party Charlene
Ross was informally initiated as a
litlle sister. Also, to develop a
c 1oscr relationship between the
brothers and the little sisters, a
rough and tumble game of shell
sockcr was included in the activities
or the bench party.

Dear Frank:
I want you to know that I share
your concern about the recent
changes regarding dormitory
visitation on the st ate · university
campuses. I think you will find that
any pressure exerted on the Board
of Regents came from the Senate.
In fact, a Senate bill to completely
abolish the Board of Regents died
in a House committee.
During the Kovachevich incident
I am sure you remember that most
of the House members were
extremely upset. Representative
Don Nichols even introduced a
resolution asking the Governor to
remove Miss Kovachevich from the
Board.
Please be assured that your
resolution will be given
considerable deliberation. I am
forwarding a - copy to the House
Committee on Education so that its
members might have the benefit of
your views.
Sincerely,
Richard A. Pettigrew

Choir Invites

:

- ...:- .
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AffER CAREFULLY ANAt-YZ1NG Yoog- APrrfl..lDE 1ESTS WE.VE cCW\E
UP WITH 1WO VOCATIONS Wtt£RE Yeti COllLD POSSIBLY SUCCEED
~ NEITHl:f2. OF WHICH 1$ WORTH A DAMN. 1'

Dear Editor,
On Sunda}) July 2~ at 8 pm Choir
Nu-"?ber One of the Grant Chapel
·African Methodist Episcopal
Ch~rch, at 365 Franklin St. in
Ov1edoJ will present "The Tropical
Merrymakers Steel Band" in a
"Sacred Concert of Hymns" in the
Ch u.rch 's Sanctuary.
This type of musical organization
had its beginning in Trinidad British
Wes~ Indies in 194 7, b~ t this
P.art1cular group was formed about
five or six months ago in
Wa~hington Shores, Orlando, with
natives from the West Indies. There
are four members of the band and a
business manager.
You are promised an evening of
rare, but highly creative heart
warming entertainment. Th~ music
~n itself is unique, in that the
mstl'Uments are made from 55
gallon oil drums. When played
together they produce a fantastic
melodic harmony unlike any heard
before.
Please accept this as an invitation
to enjoy with us this enriching
experience. We feel confident that
you will be glad you Game, for this
group is really "together."
Although no special fee is asked,
please plan to make a liberal
contribution. Any amount given
will be greatly appreciated.

Symphony Thanks

~Glances

OFFICES MOVED
Due to a major shift in
administrative offices, the FuTUre
office and the office of the director
of publications are now on the
second floor of the Library
Building.
The FuTUre office is in LR 213
and the director is in LR 215. The
Pegasus yearbook office is now is
Dear Charles:
AD 108.
We deeply appreciate the efforts •
of yourself and the FTU students
which were a significant
contribution to the success of the
Ford Grant Matching Fund
campaign.
Harper Plumbing and Heating was
The participation by you and the
FTU girls in the Sunday Telethon the apparent low bidder at
produced truly amazing results. The $446 ,600 for the contract to
"pie in the face" challenge, and the construct an extension of plumbing
resulting contributions from FTU and utilities facilities from the
students of about $5,000 was a General Classroom Building to
' truly remarkable r~sult. Please proposed new parking areas and
convey our great gratitude to the Humanities Building northwest of
FTU students.
the GC.
I would hope that this marks the
The project which is part of the
beginning of a cooperative effort by phase three construction program
the Florida Symphony and FTU. of the university will involv_e the
You might consider ways in which laying of 600 feet of drainage pipe.
the Florida Symphony can serve
The contract will be awarded
the interest of FTU. One possibility after the bid is approved by the
is to encourage attendance at the Florida Board of Regents.
Symphony, Pops and Opera
performances.
We are also appreciative of the
presence of Charles Micarelli on our
Board of Directors. He has been
most helpful.
Editor- In-Chief .. ... . .... Linda Mette I
Sincerely yours, Copy Editor . . . . . . Mary Anna Jackson
Stephen T. Dean News Editor ... _ .. . ... Duncan Marks

To the Editor:
Inasmuch as the students at FTU
were mainly responsible for this
contribution, I wanted to share
with them this letter which I have
received from the Florida
Symphony.
President Charles N. Millican

Harper 81.ds Low
for Utilities War k

Business Manager ... . ... Henry Popkin
Advertising Manager .. . .... James Wald
C'lassifieds Manager . .. . .. Henry Popk i n
Photographers . . . . . .. . . Jim Lehman,
Chuck Seithel.

VC TRIPS
The Village Center is interested in
sponsoring a trips and tours
program in the Central Florida area.
Suggested day trips are St.
Augustine, Cypress Gardens and
T
S ·
St d
. '
. arpon pnngs. u ents interested
tn any of these trips or that have
further suggestions are requested tocontact the Village Center
·

·O·

vc ·P ICNIC
The Village Center is offering free
food and soft drinks at a Sunday
picnic August 8 in Downey Park.
The picnic, which begins at noon,
is open to FTU students and guests.

Reporters .. ..... John Gholdston, Larry
lcardi, Osler Johns, Sharon Marek, Beth
W e ilenman .
Managing Editor . . . . .. James E. Couch
The "FuTUre"
is the w e ekly
newspaper of Florida Technological
University at Orlando, Flor ida. The
FuTUre
i s published by President
Ch.arias N . Millican and written a.n d
e dited by and for the students at F londa
Technolog ical University.
' The edit o rial opinions expressed are
those of the staff a~d no.t necessar.i ly
tho~e . of . t he un1vers1ty or its
administration.
The FuTUre reserves the righ t to
refuse to print any letters which are
submitted . All letters must bear the full
name and address of the person (or
persons) submitting them. Names will be
withheld on request. Address all letters
to: Editor , FuTUre, P.O. Box 25,000,
Orlando , Florida , 32816.
- Entered as third class matter at the
P o s t
0 f f i c e
at
O r I a· n d o ,
FI orida.
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Developmental Center
Expanding.In CDorm
The FTU Developmental Center is expanding into two more suites of C
Dorm.
The move will double the size of the center, which will include suites
113, 116, 108 and 121 when the expansion is completed.
No students are being displaced because of the move, according to
Thomas K. Wetherell, direct01· of
Tucker said that none of the new
housing. Men who were living in space will be used for office area,
but entirely designated to the
those suites have been reassigned to center's services. He also said the
rooms which were vacated at the center had requested more space,
end of spring quarter. And in case and Dr. W. Rex Brown, vice·
the rooms may again be used as president for student affairs,
residences, no heavy construction is "supported and honored our
being done. In fact, according to request."
Wetherell, "we could reactivate the
dorm rooms within hours."
The major alteration of the
rooms concern lighting. Since the
Developmental Center deals heavily
with reading, large fluorescent
lights are being installed in the
rooms, replacing table lamps used
A party, with dancing at
by residents.
poolside, will be held by the FTU
The Developmental Center, pool next Friday, July 30, from 9
which was originally assigned to the am to 1 am. The Village Center is
Administration Building and later sponsoring the event.
reassigned to two suits in C Dorm
There will be two live bands,
in order to be closer to student Miami and Max, performing on the
activities, provides a multitude of volleyball courts adjacent to the
services for about 500 students pool. Refreshments will be
each quarter.
provided by the Village Center.
Most of these services, such as
Miami is a local band which has
speed reading and sensitivity played at other campus club socials.
groups, have been suggested by The group has been described by
students themselves. Others, such as Village Center spokesmen as
pre- testing counseling, were capable of "playing any kind of
developed after many students music from the Beatles to Led
requested individual help.
·Zeppelin."
"The thrust of the services is the
Max is -one of the bands which
reduction of the hassle of college," played at the first FTU Coffee
according to Dr. David Tucker, House, and has been described as
director of the center.
playing "heavy" music.

Dirty Word
By Lucinda J. Davis
• Pollution is a dirty word,
It affects each and every life,
Oldsters, youngsters and
between,
Every husband, child and wife.

comes in many different forms,
· On land, in sea or air.
We're surrounded by it constantly
It's around us everywhere.
It's in the cigarettes we toss
On the roads across our land.
Add to it all our newspapers,
• Empty bottles and aluminum cans.

VC Pool Party
Features ·Bands
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It's not a very pretty sight
On that you can rely.
We continue to stiil do it
But the question now is, why?

, THE COMMON Ground, a local folk group, will perform at the
Village Center Coffee House tonight.

I don't really know the answer,
Guess I'm just a lazy bum
Who finds it -more convenient to
Drop wrappers off my gum.

Coffee House Features Folk

But our land is fast decaying
Due to man's own carelessness,
So remember when you toss your
trash,
Don't
make another mess!
Dig folk? Then come t~ the FTU well at the last Coffee House, ther~
Coffee House tonight from 9 pm to will be several tonight. Folk
1 am. The Coffee House will be musicians planning to perform will They've come to suck away our
held in the Multi Purpose Room.
be needed and are requested to sign soot,
To expurgate our waterways,
If you like to dance, Rick up at the Village Center or call Ross
To tidy scenes Pollution plays,
Bosserman will be there with his at Ext. 4234 or Kevin at Ext. 4324 .
stereo setup. A folk group, the
There will be no admission And sterilize our men to boot.
Common Ground will also be there charge, free drinks, and you don't
to provide ente · ent.
have to be from FTU to participate.
They've come to make us pick up
Since th~ went ove!..
trash. "Recycle waste, or plant some
trees!"To take away our lives of ease,
And force the transportation mash .

Music Choices
Poll Conducted

A Village Center Board They'll cram us into little trains
As cows are herded into barns_
committee is taking a survey of
(I hear life's pleasanter on farms.)
FTU organizations in an attempt to
If we concede, we have no brains.
=====-,-,."""",..,.,,......,.determine the student body' s
preference in entertainment for a
conc~rt.

Oh, Industry! You'll catch it worsL!
You may as well shut up your
Representatives of numerous
clubs last week received a card doors,
Scrub and polish all the floors,
survey requesting a choice between
one of the .three following music And call the morgue - reserve your
sounds - acid rock, popular and hearse,
folk. Suggested performers and
groups were Edgar Winter, The
But save one for the rest of us.
Jackson Five, and Joni Mitchell.
Terri Cornwell

.IT'S TIME, NO PAST
SPRING CLEANING

~,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,~

CONCERNED
WITH STUDENT RIGHTS,
CAMPUS ACTIVITIES,
STUDENT GOVERNMENT?
Apply now for the two seats vacant in the Student
Senate. If interested call or come by the Student
Government Office. Liberary Room 209: Ext. 2191.

'

'

~ SUBSCRIBE ~
'

'

To The Future

\

'

,.,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_

BREAKING DOWN WALLS may not be particularly constructive but
for Delta Tau brothers (l to r) Fred Romano, Jim Lehman, Gary
Simmons and Joe Thomas this service project for the American Red
Cross was a smashing experience. The wall was removed by the brothers
to make room for a new office.

Catch the 923!

ofc,

1111rn~rn~rnrnr1
ThP. music you boug.ht your stereo FM set for.

If your child
is buyine
lots of model
airplane 21ueask to see
the airplanes.
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Project Physics Stresses
Philosophical App.roach

•

by Osler Johns
Did you dislike physics in high school because of the mathematical
rigor required of the course? In fact, you probably didn't even take
physics in high school. Eighty per cent of American high school students
don't take physics.
Brennan explained that in the
Dr. John R. Bolte, associate dean
for academic affairs and professor Soviet Union three years of physics
of physics, is heading a summer is required; yet in the United States
institute for physics teachers which only about 20 per cent of high
will prepare them to teach a newly school students take even one year
designed physics course planned to of physics.
be more meaningful to the average
high school student.
Dr. John J. Brennan, assistant
professor of physics, explained that
the new course will take a more
humanistic approach to teaching
physics; it will be slanted more
toward the philosophical historical
Justin A. Myrick,
assistant.
and cultural aspects of the subject.
This is the second year the professor of civil engineering and:
physics department has conducted environmental sciences, is among
the institute. Last year it was called 15 engineers and scientists from
the Harvard Projects Physics campuses across the country
Program because the program was working this summer on a coral reef
developed at Harvard; however, this more than 100 miles offshore in
year the program is simply called the Gulf of Mexico. The group is
designing the first permanent
Project Physics.
Brennan explained this is a open-ocean research facility in the
second generation physics course, Gulf of Mexico.
The project, administered by the
the first generation being PSSC
physics, which was introduced in Manned Space Center, Houston,
and the University of Houston,- is
1958.
Work started on the Harvard jointly sponsored by the National
project in 1963, but it was not until Aeronautics and Space
197 0 that the course was Administration and the American
introduced into high school Society of Engineering Education.
The purpose of the program is to
curricula.
Forty-one high school teachers apply systems engineering
are attending the eight-week techniques to the design of the
summer institu.te which will research facility and the underwater
familiarize them with this new formation known as Texas Tekitite.
The project is located · 120
physics course. One of the teachers
is from Malaysia and another is nautical miles southeast of
Galveston, Tex., in the area known
from Japan.
as West Flower Gardens according
to Myrick .
One other Florida engineer, Dr.
Donald M. Sheppard, of the
University of Florida's school of
engineering science and mechanics,
is participating in the program.

•

Myrick Joins
Sea Researchers

Campus
~Glances
SELECTIVE SERVICE

ROBERT J. LAIRD

Natural Sciences
Asst. Dean Named
Robert J . Laird has been
appointed assistant dean of the
College of Natural Sciences
effective September 1, 1971.
Laird will replace Dr. Frank E.
Juge, who hru; been selected for a
two-year assignment with the
Florida State University System as
Coordinator for science and
engineering education.
Laird joined lhe FTU faculty in
January 1970, as assistant professor
of allied health science.
Laird received his H.S. degree
from Texas A&M in 1961, was
qualified as a registered physical
therapist by Baylor University
School of Physical Therapy in
1963, and was awarded the M.S.
degree from Texas A&M in 1966.
He presently is working to
complete requirements for the
Ph.D. at the University of Texas
Medical Branch at Galveston.
Since his arrival at FTU, Laired
has presented a paper at the Fourth
Annual Association of American
Anatomists. He has also had a
publication accepted by the
''Anatomical Record" and has
restructured a course in human
anatomny at FTU.

The following students have
requested the Selective Service
System be notified of their
enrollment and have not furnished
their selective service numbers:
Jotham J. Foelgner, Ronald L.
Jackson, Glenn B. Petersen, James
R. Phillips and Richard A. Schmidt.
Students should report their
selective service numbers to the
registrar's office if they want the
local board notified of their
enrollment.

Part-time Hours
Raised To Eight
Part-time students will now be
able to take up to eight credit hours
per quarter instead of the current
maximum of six. The new ruling
will be effective in September.
The Council of University
P1·esidents recommended· · during
spring quarter that part-time
students be permitted to take the
increased load of credit hours per
term, and the necessary legislative
clearance came through its
inclusion in the 1971-72 fee
resolution.
Under the semester and trimester
systems, most courses carried three
credits, so that part-time students.
were able lo take an average of two
courses per term under the six
credit hour limitation. Since the'
shift lo the quarter calendar, there
has been a trend toward four and
five credit hour courses.
Registration fees for part-time
students per quarter were set at $16
per student credit hour for
undergraduate and $20 per credit
hour for graduate students. Tuition
per student credit hour for
non-Flprida students, in addition to
the registration fee, is $27 for
undergraduate and graduate
students.

PROJECT PHYSICS participants (l to r) Shaun
O'Connor, Daytona Beach, Dr. Walter J. Rhein,
mathematics professor, Timothy Brown, Cocoa, Dr.
William Oelfke, physics professor and Alan Jackson,

Pasadena, Tex. work with light to prove Fourier
Analysis Theorem. This is the second year FTU has
hosted institute for high school students.

WKIS' Burns Tells Of
Broadcasting Creativity
By Margaret Shaughnessy
Responsibility to the public, essential creativity, and reasonable
,business practices result in a successful radio station, according to WKIS
broadcaster Gene Burns.
Speaking to a communication class at FTU earlier this month , Burns
addressed the class's posed
question: "Is broadcasting a public
In a final question and answer
art?" Initially, Burns defined the session with the class, Burns
question as moot and denounced restated his initial dislike of the
the term "public art" as term "public art," · because, he
nonexistent. Burns then talked believes, art exists for its own sake,
about the business sense and and not for a public. He suggested that
creativity involved in radio.
the course (which is titled Public
"Broadcasting is a business to Arts) be abandoned.
make money," said the WKIS
broadcaster-manager. "It contends
to be a viable member of the
business community. · This doesn't
mean we aren't or can't be 'creative.
Successful broadcasting is business
acumen plus human creativity."
Explaining the business side of
radio, Burns sketched his station's
format. "Every minute is designed
Armed with the slogan, "If it is
and planned on what attracts or
repels an audience. Thus the daily not food, it is poison," short
format consists of 18 to 20 hours courses in clinical toxicology will
of music, mainly in the day, and get underway starting August 13 at
four to six hours of talk in the FTU for professional laboratory
workers from through the state.
evening, where it belongs."
Burns runs a talk radio program
The program, which is being
on WKIS for four hours nightly.
sponsored by the chemistry
"My style is not Chatty-Gath~)"
department, will consist of a session
stated Bums. "I deal only in what
August 13-15 and a duplicate
people are, not their creative
session, September 8-10. Each will
outputs. The Central Florida
be limited to 24 participants.
audience vomits its opinions to me
and I vomit mine back to them."
Dr. W.W . McGee, associate
In discussing radio as an art,
Burns emphasized the existential professor of arnµytical and clinical
view that man cannot be any more chemistry, will be joined on the
creative than he is, and using the short course staff by Dr. I.M.
same logic, the media can be no Chamelin, director of the
more creative in its output than it toxicology laboratory, Orange
Memorial Hospital, and consulting
is.
toxicologist from the Orange and
Osceola County medical examiners'
offices.

Poison Course
Starts Aug. 13

The primary purpose of the
course, according to McGee, will be
to provide professional health
WATERMELON CONTEST
workers with a working knowledge
A watermelon eating contest is
of tests for commonly encountered
being sponsored by the Village
Center Wednesday at 11 am on the drugs,__poisons a_nd heavy metals.
VC Green.
McGee noted that items to be
The Village Center is providing
the watermelons, and the contest is covered will include ~mergency lab
open to anyone. Prizes will be tests and the use of equipment,
health and safety factors in testing
awarded to winners.
There is no admission charge or and medical and legal requirements
for collecting and handling samples.
entry fee for the contest.

Don's

UNIVERSITY GULF
Corner of East 50 and Alafaya Trail

SERVICE CALLS
With every 100 gallons of gas,
a free car wash will be given.

e

Phone 273-0402.

OPEN From 6 am -10 pm

Mon. -Sat.
Sun. 8 am · 8 pm.

GENE BURNS

vw

Rides Again I
'69 VW KOMBI

$2295
'63 GHIA COUPE

$695
'70 VW BUS

$2895
'68 AUTOMATIC BUG

s1495
'67 FASTBACK SEDAN

$1295
'65 DELUXE BUG

s995

louis ~
Volkswagen
Ne.Nst
Authorized Volt....- o....

6363 E. Colonial Drive
5

Mie. West of F.T.U.
277-7220
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Supersonic Wind Tunnel
Used In Pressure Study

FEIFFER
AU> {)) f.JOT
STUD? H/S~1

A new supersonic wind tunnel, which can attain speeds of over four
times the speed of .sound, has been installed in EN 146 by the
department of mechamcal and aerospace engineering.
James K. Beck, instructor in engineering, explained the new wind
tunnel will be used primarily for
instructional purposes in junior and
The device was built and installed
SO 1He b/.i.t5ITOO IS:
I
,
higher level courses.
b y K e n n e y E n gin ee r i n g
The wind tunnel works on the Corporation of Pasadena, Calif.
principle that a stream of
In addition to the supersonic
fast-moving air is forced through a wind tunnel, the· department has a
long tube. Inside the tube is placed smaller subsonic tunnel which is
a model of an aircraft, missile or also used for instructional purposes.
other object to be tested. Two
small windows in the tube's side
allow the object to be
photographed during the test.
Many of the forces and pressures
that would occur if the model were
actually flying at supersonic speeds
EDUCATION GAMES
can be observed in the wind tunnel
while in the lab.
Graduate students who made
While the first wind tunnel was education~ games for Dr. David
built by the Wright brothers and Hernandez s EDEL 409 class are
.
consisted of an electric fan blowing asked to pick them up as soon as
through an empty oatmeal box, the possible in GC 320. The games were
FTU wind tunnel is considerably made several quarters ago, and if
Scratch a convention participant and you'll discover a
more complex, costing about they are not retrieved they will be tourist ... especially if the meeting is held in Europe in the summer.
thrown away.
Two FTU professors recently attended a world convention in Bruges,
$40,000.
Belgium, and then, with professional responsibilities over, took off for 12
days of sightseeing.

WAAT AClblCe.
I

~1

profs ExpIore Europe After Confab
Both professors were astounded
at the sheer numbers of the young
Americans touring Europe with
packs on their backs, thumbs out
for rides and copies of "Europe on
$5 a Day" in their hands. Van
Twyver commented that from his
observations coupled with his own
fiscal experiences, the Frommer
book must be "one of the biggest
selling 'fiction' works in Europe. I
think maybe $20 or $30 might be
realistic."

Dr. Phillip M. Tell and Dr. Henry
B. Van Twyver of the psychology
department attended the First International Congress of the
Association of Psychophysiological
Study of Sleep durmg mid-June.
·

circular staircase in one of the
steeples in order to get an aerial
view of the city. To his misfortune,
however, he reached the very top
just as the carillon i~ the tower
began to play resoundmgly. lt was
Van Twyver's last try at cathedral
After the five-day conference tower climbing.
completed its work, Tell and Van
RAIL ROULETTE
Twyver began their explorations of
a continent neither had previously
visited. During the ensuing 12 days · Not having a previously agreed
they visited the Netherlands, upon itinerary, the two left Bruges
England, West Germany and by simply going to the train station
Austria.
and, by mutual consent, boarding
the first long distance train for
BRUGES CANALS
which they could get tickets.

THE TEST CONSOLE for the supersonic wind tunnel is used to
monitor the conditions in the test chamber as well as control the flow
of air and the position of the model being tested. Note one of the small
models used in the tunnel on top of the center pannel.
Joseph
Haibach, an instrument maker and designer in the department of
engineering, is operating the control panel.

Actually, their first experiences
were during their stay in Bruges,
which Van Twyver described as a
"beautiful medieval city, blighted
with canals that are really open
sewers." Sometimes referred to as
the "Venice of the North," the city
has all the problems of a growing,
modern city, according to Van
Twyver.
One of the Bruges cathedrals was
especially appealing to ' them> and
Van Twyver decided to climb the

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,#,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

/

/

While in Austria, the two stayed
in a village called Obergurgl, which
is situated between Untergurgl and
Hochgurgl - a fact which ,gave
them some difficulty at times. By
ascending a nearby ski lift, they
were able to see 23 glaciers and
most of the Italian Alps from one
vantage point.

They arrived in Munich the next
morning and began a week's stay in
the northern Alps. They rented a
Volkswagen "Beetle" for $70 a
week (with first 1,000 kilometers
free) and roamed the countryside.

BLACK FOREST

From Austria the duo motored
through the Black Forest where
they were amazed at the brightly
decorated houses, many of which
are painted in a fashion to show the
profession or livelihood of the
occupants. They visited woodcraft
shops and tanneries ... one of which
had a sheep dog's pelt for sale.

The pair shunned hotel
reservations for catch-as-catch-can
accommodations at places they
happened to be when evening
approached. One such overnight
stay was in an Alpine farmhouse,
the first floor of which was given
over to the farmer's animals. Tell
remarked that cool, clear mountain
air was literally filled "with the
sound of music" as the cows' bells
rang throughout the night.

Next on the auto tour was the
Rhine Valley, where they sipped
wines and cognacs at local wineries.

I

FARM HOMES

TOPIC RELIGION ... YOUR
0 PP 0 RT UN IT Y T 0 DI SC USS
RELIGION AND CONTEMPORARY
AFFAIRS WITH REPRESENTATIVES
OF THE MAJOR FAITHS. HEAR THIS
EXCITING NEW PROGRAM WITH
YOUR HOST RICHARD KING EVERY
SUNDAY EVENING BEGINNING AT 8
ON THE NEWW KI S.

The last stop on their whirlwind
trip was Amsterdam where they
sampled "the marvelous Indonesian
dishes, which were exotic mixtures
of curries and fruits on rice," and
the cheeses for which Holland is
famous.

Both commented on how
interesting it was to stay in private
homes, which in Germany and
Austria display "Zimmer Frei"
signs to indicate available lodging.
The food, Tell said, was both
tasteful and plentiful. "One of the
highlights of the trip was all the
good German dishes we ate," he
recalled.

Despite the tiring pace of the
convention and the 12-dav
journey, both agreed they want t~
return for a more leisurely look at
the places they had seen and the
many they had not had time to
visit.

Van Twyver said one of their
activities in Munich was visiting the
many famous beer halls, out of
which "the drunks streamed
seemingly without end."

SllBSERIBE
KEEP INFOs::tMEO

$1.75 A YEAR

NAME ______________________________________

~

ADOAESS~--------------------------~~--

w
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STATE ----------ZIP-----------

7b$~~~7~
740Kc/5000wATTS

&~~

Florida Technological University

P.O . Box 25,000

Orlando. Fla. 32816

ADDRESS LABEL IS CODED FOR EXPIRATION DATE
E.G.
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Activity Fee Budget
Approved By Senate
The Student Senate Tuesday passed a bill approving the $603,387
activity fee budget for the 197 1-72 fiscal year, with an average of a 10 to
-12 per cent increase in m o st of the budgets.
The Senate has the authority to approve the suggested budgets from all
the student oriented activities. The.__ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
funding for these budgets comes Health Center. Another $58,129
from the student activity fee !.. has been requested for student
portion of tuition. After approval insurance.
Intercollegiate Athletics raised
by the Senate, the budgets must
still be approved by the president the ire of Student Government this
year, as their requested budget of
of the university.
Student Government's budget $68,913 was approved before any
increased $15,880 over last year's SG officials were aware the budget
budget of $104,000, making a total was under consideration.
"Their budget received a huge
of $119,880 for the new year. The
budget from last year carried a percentage increase over last year's
$ 19,880 excess, which will be budget," SG President Frank
carried into this year's budget, so Santry told the FuTUre, "while
only $100,000 in new funds is everyone else had to accept much
required to meet the new year's smaller increases." San try said that
he doubted that the Intercollegiate
budget.
The Village Center shows
the Athletics budget would have been
highest budget for the new year, as large if it had gone through
with $140,000 requested from new proper channels.
funds, but actually some $5 5,000
of that money will have to be set
aside as a sinking fund for the
construction of the new phase of
the Village Center construction,
scheduled to begin sometime th is
fall.
The ca.mpus .. kiosk, located
The Student Health Service between the Administration
showed the third highest budget, Building and the Engineering
with $90,000 requested to run the Building, is scheduled to be
completed some time next week,
ready to serve as a community
bulletin board.
''The kiosk's boards will
hopefully be assign1~d," said .SG
Frank San try. "For
A summer day care center for the President
benefit of married students who instance, one for the Greeks, one for
must bring children to class with SO and so forth." San try said that
them may be sponsored by FTU's the SG had submitted a possible set
of rules to govern the use of the
Student Government.
Creation of the center was .kiosk, but they have not yet been
brought up by Senator Jim formally accepted.
The structure will have several
Schwank at the July 13 SG
bulletin
boards, and three windows
meeting. ·
According to Schwank, to his Lu lhe center of the small office, to
knowledge
in several cases, scJl tickets, man petitions, or
"children who attend classes with function in any other way a club or
their ·parents are distracting . Lo organization might want. When not
in use, the windows are covered by
othPr stud<.mts."
As a possible solution Lo the three more buJletin boards.
.
problem SG President Frank_Santry boards.
Santry says there is one glass
approached Richard V. Nc\lh_a~s,
physical plant, about the po_ss1bil1Ly encased board which could house a
of constructing one or possible Lwo campus map for visitors.
A'l Lh o ugh there was talk of
domes similar to those now used by
t h l' a r L d e p a r L m e n t t o placing the large, digital dock,
accommodatl' the proposed cenler. (originally destined for the face of
According Lo Neuhaus, the Library) on the top of the
conslrucLion of two such domes ~iosk, Sanlry told the FuTUre that
would cost SO approximately he has not heard any decisions to
do so.
$21,000.

C.ampus Kiosk
Completion Set

Schwank Suggests
Day Care Center

••

Kiosk Under Construction
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Unformed Committee
To Decide FM's Fate
The future of an FM educational radio station for FTU has been
handed to a non-existent ad hoc investigative committee.
The committee, which has been discussed for some time, was originally
suggested by Dr. Charles N. Millican after Student Government
President Frank Santry's veto of a
$14,000 appropriations bill for "there are several organizations we
funding of the proposed radio can approach for funding." One of
station last month.
these is the department of Health,
When it is created the committee Education and Welfare, which will
will study the possible long range provide matching funds for
planning of the FM station, the activation, expansion or
overall ' feasibility of such a station improvement of existing facilities.
at FTU and the possibilities for "But, we still must have the money
funding, other than that which the to match their grant," Arnold said.
university or SG mjght decide to
Most recently Arnold received a
offer.
letter from the Radio Activities
No further action on the matter Corporation for Public
can be taken until the committee is Broadcasting indicating that the
appointed and completes its corporation would be interested in
investigation.
funding operating costs of such a
According to Dr. Robert Arnold, radio station.
FTU communication professor who
The letter was signed by William
has been active in the early Kling, assistant director for the
planning stages of the proposed corporation. "I am aware that
station, the project would require Orlando is one of the largest areas
approximately $24,000 from SG to in the count ry which does not
finance equipment construction presently receive programming
and operating funds for the first from ~- qualified public radio
year of broadcasting.
station," Kling wrote. "In view of
' 'Beyond that," said Arnold, that we are of course interested in
assisting in any way possible the
development of a qualified public
radio station for Orlando."

Santry's Goal: Commuter Action
By John GholdsLon
Tht• primary goal or Lhe president
of FTU's student body is effective
" commuter participation," and his
administration is seeking a
preliminary budget in excess of
$150,000 to help accomplish the
task . All money for SO operation
comes from student activity and
serv·icc fees.
"With barely ·over 400 students
living on a campus Llrnt wil l near
6 600 enrollmcnl in Lht• fol l, our
t'~phasis needs to bt' shiftt'd rrom
Lhe overworked resident studl'nls
and toward the off-campus
variety," declared Frank Sanlry,
who was electl'd Lo his position in
May.
Santrv is a senior majoring in
comm~ n ica ti on and politica l
science. "After Tech, I'm looking
forward to law school and
eventually private prnctice," said
the Orlando-born studei,1t. A 196t{
graduate of Bishop Moore High
School, Santry emolled at FTU in
October 1968.
He noted dorm residents, simply
bv virtue 0 f their pt·esence Oil
c~mpus, become involved in all
university activities as doers . Few
commuting students are similarly
involved. The resu lt. he said, tends
to nearly iso l ate off-campus
students fr~m university life.
Santry said he heard an
interesting quip a short time ago
that seemed to pose part of the
challenge that he faces.
The
question was asked that if Student
Government was abolished, how
many students would realize it. He
admitted fears that the replies
would favor "few" or "none." He
added he hopes his administration
and others who become involved

can change Lhe hypothetical answer
to "all" when his term expires next
May.
One of the many steps in Santry's
program Lo bringing students closer
together is creation of a Student
Government Used-Book Store. The
operation would buy books back
from students al half-price and sell
them at no profit. Student
Government would absorb
overhead costs, and students would
reap the benefits. The FTU

I ~~w~ i
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New Loyalty Oath
Awaiting Approval
A revised loyalty oath has been
proposed to comply with the ruling
of the United States Supreme Court
upon the constitutionality of the
old loyalty oath required by the
State of Florida.
The decision consisted of
dropping the requirement that
employes , swear that they "do not
believe in the overthrow of the
government of the United States or
of the State of Florida by force or
violence."
University presidents
unanimously approved and
recommended the revised oath to
the Board of Regents for adoption.
The new oath states:
"I ------- a citizen of the State of
Florida a~d of the United States of
America, and being employed by or
an officer of --------- and a recipient
of public funds as such employe or
officer, do hereby solemnly swear
or affirm that I will support the
Constitution of the United States
and of the State of Florida."

Used Book Store
~~r~~~e;ot~ai~~e;~e :::~es:~~ec~s~:~ G
ets 'P OSI.,.Ive React·on
I

Booksto·· cunently has. systemSG
approaching Santry's idea, but is

I

The proposed student-operated
store could save most students eight
to ten dollars each school quarter.
"We also have plans to develop a
cultural subsidy ; program for
students," 8ant ,r y said. An
allocation of $10,000 has been
established in the budget for th~t
purpose. The plan would permit
FTU students to attend various
cultural events in the Central
Flot·ida community at little or no
cost. Another $12,000 is earmarked
to underwrite the cost of one
big-name musical group which
would appear in concert, Santry
noted.
Still another project revolves
around completion next year of a
recreation area on the shores of
Lake Claire. The lakeside site will
i nclude a pavilion completely
equipped with facilities for dancing
and student outings, plus nearby
bonfire and barbecue pits and
picnic tables. Canoes only will be
permitted on Lake Claire, Santry
added.
Santry freely admits that his
main problem as president will be
communicating with the thousands
of commuter students at FTU. One
route is through the full page of SG
news in the FuTUre each week. But
Santry hopes that actions speak
louder than words. "I hope that
what we do, what we have to offer,
and how it's done, will appeal
enough to students to generate a
word-of-mouth campaign which in
turn will bring more and more of
our fellow students into the fold

A non-profi t, student oriented
bookstore, m·iginally proposed by
SG President Frank Santry in his
campaign for that office in May,
c 0 u Id become a realty by
September of this year.
According to Santry, his efforts
to institute an SG operated
bookstore or book exchange have
"met with very positive word"
from Vice President for Business
Affairs John P. Goree.
"SG will act as a dealer to help
students sell their own books at
their own price. It will actually be a
book exchange," Santry said, "as
opposed to the campus bookstore

·
now in operation."
.
The book exchange could begm
operation sometime in September
according to Santry. "Provided two
large problems can be solved. That
is, the setting up of business and
operating procedures for the
exchange and the location of space
to house it."
Prior to opening the SG book
exchange it will be necessary to
find personnel to man the s.t ore.
Santry extended an invitation"' to
all campus clubs and organizations
who might be interested in working
at t~e proi::iose~, book exchange as a
service pro1ec~.

GI VE A LI STEN TO

CAMPUS

.

WFTU 900
RADIO
3-10 pm

Su n th r u Thu rs .

HOT LINE REQUEST Ext. 2880
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Salerno Appointed Clark's Assistant
V

CHECK WITH !i•~orge

;

· Home Storage Chests

...

:I

f l)

..

stuart.

Corrugated fibreboard chests
in woodgrain on floral design.
K.D. Easily assembled.

• t

25" x 13Yz" x 11Yz"
Woodgrain

$1.69
$1.79
$2.25
$2.25

Underbed Chests
In woodgrain or floral design

28Yz" x 16Yz" x 6"

$1.95

34Yz" x 17Yz" x 6"

$2.25

Former Evans High School
football star and FTU graduate,
Russ Salerno has been named
assistant to Basketball Coach
''Torchy" Clark. Salerno, who
expects to receive his Master of
Education degree from FTU next
month, served the past basketball
season as student assistant to Clark
as FTU wrapped up its first
intercollegiate slate with a 1 7-9
record.

Rohter, chairman of the physical
education department.
While completing his final
requirements for the master's
degree, Salerno has been active in
the Summer Sports Day Camp
being conducted on campus. One of
his duties has been teaching golf to
the children enrolled in the camp .
The 27-year·old Salerno
graduated from Evans in 1961 and
resumed his college education
full-time at FTU in 1969 after
courses at Orlando and Seminole
Junior Colleges, and five years of
banking.
He echoed Coach Clark's views in
previewing the upcoming basketball
season in speaking of FTU's major
athletic problems - lack of athletic
scholarships and getting players to
enroll at FTU despite the high
academic standards expected of
FTU students.
Salerno has been serving as
recruiter, scout, travel agent,
general factotum, and scheduler.
RUSS SALERNO
Prior to his student assistantship he
was a member of the 1969-70
Along with his coaching duties, basketball "club," which played
Salerno will be a physical education before FTU gained intercollegiate
instructor under Di. Frank D. status.

fture
NEWS
RUGBY CLUB
Orlando is starting a rugby club.
Experienced players as well as
rookies are in demand for the
coming season.
Interested persons may call
Benton Greenleaf (241-5832) or
Mike Hanson (843-4550).

f ac-Staff Teams
Take IM Honors

Faculty and staff members are
apparently good for more than
teaching and directing. Especially
when it comes to athletics.
The Faculty-Staff teams took top
honors in three of seven intramural
•sports in the past year - golf, team
tennis and volleyball.
According to Ken Renner,
intramurals director, the F-Sers
~aculty-Staff'ers) also placed high
m bas.k etball and softball, but fell
down m water polo and soccer.
F aculty-Staff competiton comes
from fraternity and independent
Warning! That small blue metallic box now on display at the Central teams during both the regular
Florida Museum will beat you roundly at tic-tac-toe, unless you happen season and the summer. The F-Sers
to be very lucky, or treat it very, very carefully.
are manning table tennis, golf,
Its innards consist of circuitry wired t o a series of lights that replace volleyball, swimming, tennis singles,
the traditional symbols of the
water polo, free throw, putt-putt
ageless game. The arrogant box taught by Patz. Students were only golf, softball, horseshoes, football
currently is on loan from FTU, the supposed to design a project. "But and 3-man basketball teams this
some of t hem went a step further summer.
product of some ingenious and decided to build one," Patz
engineering students.
noted.
The ruthless box with its red light
It took Sullivan, who graduated
signaling, "You lose," proves June 13, "about 300 hours" of
unbeatable - unless one resorts to intensive work, plus $150 worth of
cheating.
government surplus electronic
In order to mollify frustrated components to finish the project.
players, Glenn A. Sullivan, the
The circuitry and logic pattern
device's principal inventor, built in programmed into the device were
three losing switches. If any of the result of "20 or 30 games with
these is activated, the player is my brothers," he said. "What few
given the opportunity t o win.
errors the earliest designs
committed I attribute to poor
The switches prevent the machine competition from them."
from taking certain options and
Sullivan explained the box could
thus make it vulnerable. The more be manufactured to the size of a
"lose" switches the challenger cigarette case, but would cost a
throws, the more vulnerable the great deal ·more. This, of course,
machine.
would rule out all but the
POOL HOURS
"Most adults who try the box get wealthiest tic-tac-toe buffs.
The following are the open hours
quickly frustrated and move along
If however, you are rich, enjoy of the FTU pool, effective June 29
to other exhibits," said Robin screaming at your opponent (when through the summer quarter only.
Gault, a museum staff member.
you are guaranteed that he won't
Monday - 2-5 pm; 5:30-8:30
scream back), and are intent on pm.
Perhaps to offset the machine 's playing tic-tac-toe with a ruthless
Tuesday noon-3 pm;
ruthless ability to win, it was foe, contact Sullivan at the close of
5:30-8 :30 pm.
descr-ibed as "not really a the summer.
Wednesday noon -3 pm;
computer, but simply a logical
The museum will return it then 5:30-8:30 pm.
device," by Eingineering's Dr. and he might accept an offer.
Thursdaynoon - 3 pm; 5 :30
Benjamin Patz. "The machine is
- 8;30 pm.
really incapable of making
Friday noon - 3 pm - 5:30
decisions. It simply makes circuitry
- 8:30 pm.
connections that light a proper
Saturdaynoon- 5 pm.
sequence of bulbs," he remarked.
Sundaynoon - 5 pm.
Sullivan is a former student in a
course in Computer Fundamentals

•
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~Glances

2-Drawer Home File
Holds letter and legal size
records. I deal for students,
housewives, salesmen. Double
wal I corrugated fibreboard
reinforced with solid steel
frame. Drawer fronts have
metal handles and card
holders. Assembles in minutes.

22" x 13" x 18"

Nine Box
Storage Center
Rugged corrugated fibreboard
reinforced with steel center
posts. Cubes have plastic
handles. Easily assembled .

39" x 35Yz" x 11%"
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Notice Poses
Picky Question

"How many worms could a worm
picker pick if a worm picker did
pick worms?" was the question
crawling around the financial aid
department this week.
The answer, of course, is "A
worm picker could pick $60 worth
of worms a week, if a worm picker
The Association, widely known did pick worms."
recording group, will perform
Actually, the question stemmed
Thursday) October 14J in the
from a job offering on the financial
Municipal Aµditorium.
Known for their hit songs, aid bulletin board in the lobby of
"Along Comes Mary," "Windy," the Administration Building which
"Never My Love," "Cherish," "P.F. advertised for a $12-a-day job of
Sloane," and others, the picking worms. The worm farm is
Association is being brought by the in Casselberry, and goes by the
formal name of M. Cook Hybrid
Village Center.
Admission to the concert, which Worm Farm.
The comment on the card was
begins at 8 pm, is $ 2 for FTU
students, faculty and staff, and $4 "Come ready to work." Exactly
for the general public. At least what a worm picker does, besides
2,000 tickets will be reserved for pick worms, was not elaborated on
in the ad.
FTU.
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Coffee & Orange Juice
Investment Counmling
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In tram urals Sets
Putt-Putt Tourney
Upcoming intramural events ·will
jinc_l_\!_de a coed putt-putt
tournament. Wednesdav. July 28 at
8 pm. The tournament will be held
at the putt-putt course on East
Colonial Drive. Participants may
include any affiliate of the
university and his date or spouse.
The price will be 50 cents per
person or $1 per couple. Individuals
may compete for low score.
Following the .p.utt=putt
tournament the next individual
competition will be a putt-putt
tournament Wednesday, Aligust 4,
at 4:30 pm.
Faculty, staff and students are
encouraged to participate in the
intramural sports. Anyone with
further questions is requested to
phone the intramurals department
at 2408.

Summer Sports
Results Released
The Summer Intramural Program
began with the t able tennis
tournament on Wednesday, June
'23. The winner of the spring
tournament, Zero Zimmerman,
came through again to defeat
Darrell Thompson in the finals with
a score of 21-10 and~
The first league competition of
the quarter was vo!21-8 . .ll which
began Thursday , July 1. Following
are the records of each team thu s
far:
Project Physics 4-0
God's Children 2-1
Water Buffaloes 1-1
UKCUF 1-2
Physical Eds 1-3
PKA 0-2
Softball league play will begin on
July 29, while the deadline entry
will be Monday, July 26.

Final Enrollment
Hits 2, 911 Mark
FTU's final enrollment figl : !"e ror
summer quarter has been St"l o"t
2,910 by I. Edward Knight of th e
registrar's office. There are 849
students more this summer than
last, when enrollment was 1,968
students.
Of the 2,910 students here this
quarter, there are 2,070 men, and
840 women.
However, this head count does
not include students who are in
continuing education, nor does it
include those who are attending the
various institutes this summer.
The number of registrations in
continuing education is
approximately 130.
Dr. John R. Bolte, assistant dean
of academic affairs, has set the
number of persons attending the
physics institute for high school
teachers at 41, and the figure for
those attending the physics
institute for juniQr and senior high
school students at 27.
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July 23, 1971

FuTUre's Friday Girl·

MARK LAMPREY
(305) 838-9018

FEIFFER

UNDERWATER SEARCH
RECOVERY
PHOTOGRAPHY
CONSTRUCTION
BRUCE MEYER
{=305) 671-851 8

FuTUre CLASSIFIEDS

To order classifieds, use the form below. Fill in the boxes
allowing 1 box for each letter, space and punctuation mark .
Count 2 boxes for capital letters. Don't use hyphens at the end
of a line (which contains 35 charactersL Use additional forms
if more than 6 lines are required. Minimum charge is $1.50 for
6 lines. For additional lin~ add $ 25. Multiply the total by the
number of weeks the ad is to be run. Mail the ad, with check
or money order to: FuTUre Classifieds, FuTUre, Florida .
Technological University, P.O . Box 25,000, Orlando, Fla.
32816. Payments made by cash are at the sender's risk.
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DEADLINE 3:00 Wednesday

'Amt. Pd. _ _ __

, .. no.

DO NOT ORDER BY PHONE
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do not write in this box
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DEBBIE CUSICK, this week's FuTUre Friday Girl, is a native New
Yorker, on vacation in Orlando. She is here to see the FTU campus and
see about enrolling in the near future. Her interest in FTU comes from
her cousin, a male resident student. · Her activities include swimming,
surfing, and soaking up the Florida sunshine. ·
·
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Food Taster; willing to travel . Apply
May, 1972, 1600 N.W. Penn. Ave.,
Washington, O.C. (Knowledge
Chinese cuisine required.)

Jerry

Cooper

Ph ot·ograph er

v-e

°Florida Technologi c al University,

Orlando, Fla. 32816
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Congratulations to Barb, Bob and
Christina · Marie!

COUCH FOR PRESIDENT
Hdqts in Rm. LR 213. Donations
Accepted. WE CAN VOUCH FOR
COUCH. Happy Birthday!
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NAME~---------------------------------

CITY ____________________________
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P .O . Box 25,000
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Seer.

Leo:
You are going through a change ·
of some sort. Your personality is in
a state of metamorphosis. Your
friends and I are grate ful.
Virgo:
·To all Virgo women: Stay away
from tall, lean, Scorpios today.

"g
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can figure a way to be generous They seek to rob you of your most
with 'someone else's money, do it prized possession, your biology
todAy b~fore the fiscal year gets notes.
underway too far.
Libra :
Avoid cucumber sandwiches and
Aires:
I have noticed you have trouble nickel beer today. Both could
focusing both eyes at once. I contain the dreaded disease,
strongly suspect that. this dates crybongoagus. Your future spouse
back to when you were dropped at has already contracted the disease,
an early age.' Your mother never did and one in the house is enough.
like you much.
Scorpio:
See Virgo.
Taurus :
. For some reason I feel water
fiolds an ill sign for bulls today. Sagittarius:
By the end of the month you will
Stay away from dams and smaJJ
children. If you have a 9 o'clock begin growing another arm from
the center of your back. Ignore it ..
class today, cut it.
Chances are it will go away .
Gemini:
Allah be praised! Today, the Capricorn: ·
Tonight is your night to splurge.
·world rotates on its axis for you.
Today for you the skies will be Do something exotic ... take a friend
clear and good things will grow. to Burger Chef. What's two bills to'
Evil will have difficulty existing in a . big man like you?
your presence. You will overcome
the difficulty.
Cancer:
I wish I could say nice ihings
today for Cancer. However, when I
first became a seer, many years ago,
I had to take the onlh of Euphrnles,
which prevents me from telling you ·
anything but the truth . There is
nothing nice connected in any way
with Cancer in the immediate
future, except charcoal broiled
steaks.

Q.
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Friday, July 23, 1971
IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY,
an ill omen rides the clouds · this
afternoon. Stay away from open
fields and clay pits. Both may hold
startling surprises for you. You had
no ~usiness being borq on a Friday \
anyway.
Aquarius: :
,
Make a purchase today of large
size but not from the Bookstore.
· Indications would be that you
should buy some live animal such as
a tiger or harlot. Caution: You can
only curl up with one.
Pisces:
Control your desire to be
generous with your money. If you
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. Students - Furnished apartments University Hylands - renting through
fall quarter. Phone 293-6343.
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Models
Amateur Photographer
seeks non-professional girl models to
enter national contest. If interested
call 645-0351 Gonze'lez between 7
pm and 10 pm Monday through
Thursday.

